DTG Submitted
051100DEC19

HHC 107

UNCLASSIFIED

Ishpeming, MI
01-03 NOV IDT

Title: November IDT
Background of Event: HHC
Conducted IDT Weekend at the
Ishpeming Armory. Soldiers
Conducted an DRASH and TOC NET
training on Saturday and AUTODISE
training on Sunday. Main focus of drill
was to learn how to properly operate
and set up unit equipment ISO
company operations.
Key Points of Training: Soldiers
became more familiar with unit MTOE
equipment.
Top Left and Right: SFC Carlson,
SSG Kauffman, SPC Ayotte, and PFC
Prusakiewicz learning how to properly
store DRASH components.
Bottom Left: SGT Graser and SGT
Wakeham communicate via unit
equipment during TOC NET training.
Bottom Center: Chief Jeannotte
researching survey and design tasks.
Bottom Right: TOC NET Training.

DTG Submitted
261330NOV2019

FSC 107

UNCLASSIFIED

Marquette, MI
02-03 November 2019

3

Title: FSC 107 November IDT
Background of Event: The FSC
conducted a home station IDT weekend in
Marquette on 02-03 November.
Key Points of Training:
FSC started the weekend off with part of
the company conducting an APFT Saturday
morning and the rest of the company
conducting unit PT geared towards training
for the upcoming ACFT. Two promotions
were completed on Saturday, PFC Webber
to SPC and SPC Larson to SGT. The unit
also said goodbye to CDT Arends, as she
moves on to the active duty Army with her
completion of the NMU ROTC program. A
major event on Sunday was the FSC saying
farewell to CPT Stahlmann and welcoming
in CPT Kay during a Change of Command
Ceremony. Throughout the weekend, FSC
Soldiers were busy organizing and
inventorying section equipment, conducting
PMCS and services, getting hands on the
EST II trainer, completing online training,
getting influenza shots, and preparing
vehicles for winter weather.

DTG Submitted
041500NOV2019

1430 EN CO (EVCC)
Traverse City, MI
2-3 Nov 2019

UNCLASSIFIED

Title: IDT – November 2019
Background of Event: Company
MRE
Key Points of Training:
IDT weekend was mainly
administrative tasks with the
Company MRE event at CGJMTC.
Throughout this time we were able to
tackle sufficient planning for
upcoming training events and get a
good look into the new ACFT. The
unit made a big push to stay ahead of
the curve on NCOERs. We had two
promotions this month with SPC
Hutchinson and CPL Ackerberg
promoted to SGT. Overall it was a
successful weekend to take the
momentum that we have built over
the past year and plan to continue to
build as a unit for the coming year.
We ended the weekend bidding
farewell to SGT Hutchinson and 1LT
Granger with their future endeavors,
as they are moving on to new Units.
Congratulations to SPC Paschke,
SPC Delong, and CPL Vermilye on
graduating BLC.

DTG Submitted
161330NOV2019

1432 EN CO (ESC)

UNCLASSIFIED

Kingsford, MI
02-03 November 2019

3

Title:
The 1432 Engineer Company (ESC) IDT
weekend in Kingsford.
Background of Event:
1432 ESC Soldiers spent the weekend
conducting Annual Briefings, NBC Training,
and celebrating the year with their families
during the Annual Holiday Party.
Key Points of Training:
Soldiers from the 1432nd began drill
weekend with a memorial for a former
Soldier that passed shortly after October’s
Drill. Soldiers then completed Resiliency
Training along with a benefits brief, and
USERRA Brief. Soldiers also invited their
friends and family to a dinner put on by the
unit FRG to celebrate the accomplishments
over the last year.
Top Left: CDT Brown receives extension
gift.

Top Center: Soldiers complete multiple
blocks of training to meet annual
requirements.
Top Right: SGT Sorenson was promoted to
the rank of SSG.
Bottom: Unit members attended a
celebration of life ceremony for PFC Jones.

DTG Submitted
041300NOV2019

1437 EN CO (MRBC)

UNCLASSIFIED

Sault Ste Marie, MI
01-03 November 2019

Title: 1437 EN CO (MRBC) IDT weekend
at Camp Grayling, MI.
Background of Event: The 1437 EN CO
conducts a Medical Readiness Event at
CGJMTC.
Key Points of Training: 1437 EN CO
personnel went through numerous
medical readiness stations in order to
update their medical readiness for the
next 12 months. The unit also conducted
an internal SRP to update DD 93s and
SGLI; the unit will continue to address
administrative tasks monthly to ensure
Soldiers maintain a high level of individual
readiness. Select individuals came in the
week before drill weekend to conduct new
equipment training on the Combat Assault
Crafts and Outboard Motors. Soldiers
learned the proper way to use, maintain,
and store both pieces of equipment, along
with getting some hands on time training
with the Combat Assault Crafts; luckily
good weather held out so they could get
them in the water.

